ABSTRACT The diverse architectural evolution and intensive data explosion in the forthcoming 5G will have severe impacts on providing seamless and robust mobility management. In this paper, P-persistent energyaware handover (HO) decision strategies with mobility robustness are proposed both for intra-handover cases while a femto user equipment (FUE) roams into another femto access point (FAP) and for cross-tier handover cases while a macro user equipment (MUE)/FUE roams into/out of the FAP in a dynamic cell sizing involving macro-femto two-tier networks. To approximate the densely deployed small-cells, a unique RF fingerprint (RFF)-based localization is employed to enable efficient small-cell detection by an RFF matching mechanism. The prediction of the HO trigger is jointly determined by a P-persistent decision mechanism that formulates the specific HO behaviors when an MUE/FUE roams into (HO-in) and out of (HO-out) a femtocell in terms of the correlated coverage variance and UE trajectory features, whereas the target selection follows a utility function in consideration of the UE traveling time and the achievable throughput. The closed-form stationary probabilities of the proposed VHO/HHO decisions are analyzed by a SemiMarkov-based framework. In addition, an adjustable sensing mechanism with dynamic intervals is proposed when UE is located far from the RFF matching region, which can have a positive influence on reducing unnecessary UE energy consumption. Numerical results are presented for the decision accuracy analyses (too early, too late, and ping-pong HOs), energy-efficiency, and resource utilization of the two-tier system. The comprehensive evaluations indicate that the proposed scheme can enhance the mobility robustness and enable an optimal trade-off between the energy efficiency (EE) and system capacity while eliminating the architectural impacts caused by the dynamic topology and the dense deployment for the next-generation macro-femto two-tier networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Innovation in architectural changes has become one of the predominant challenge issues that aims at enabling diverse and localized data services via smooth topology integration for ongoing 5G mobile communications.
Glancing at the rapid evolution of cellular systems from 3G to the coming 5G, the proliferation of end-user items, such as handsets, tablets, laptops, and machine-to-machine (M2M) nodes has become a major generator of mobile data
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shiqiang Wang. traffic, and it requires tens of thousands of base stations (BSs) that are densely deployed in a variety of sizes and capacities to provide seamless coverage and ubiquitous connectivity. Accompanying the emergence of low-powered small-cells, a step change from macro-dominated to macro hierarchically coexisting with an integration of several local radio access technologies (RATs) is expected to entail diverse user demands and efficient resource utilization [1] , [2] .
Distinguished from the operator-managed regular BS, femtocells, as a representative small-cell technology, tend to implement self-x capabilities such as self-configuration, self-optimization and self-healing [3] , [4] to enhance the UE experience and relieve the operator's overhead from the consumer's perspective. The self-x capabilities require considerable adjustment procedures to cope with the negative impacts on the coverage optimization, resource allocation, interference coordination, power consumption, and security issue caused by heterogeneous features, which makes the system configuration and management become highly dynamic and complicated.
Accordingly, mobility management (MM) in the presence of femtocells has become one of the most challenging issues by reason of the dense network layout, the short cell coverage and the potentially unplanned deployment [5] . The increased number of candidate access points (APs) in a variety of cell sizes and capacities requires flexible, appropriate and efficient cell selection from the UEs, which increases the HO probabilities even for low-velocity UEs when seamless connections are expected through all RAT networks. There are two types of HOs that will become the main concern for the macro-femto two-tier networks: a horizontal handover (HHO) involved in operations that employ the same radio technology (e.g., among FAPs) and a vertical handover (VHO) when both the current serving cell and the used RAT change.
From a general perspective, the HHO/VHO procedures are segmented into three phases: cell discovery and context evaluation, HO decision and HO execution [5] - [8] . A timely and effective target discovery mechanism enables ample time for HO decisions and initial preparation, which can be considered the essential prerequisite for enhancing the mobility robustness during both HHO/VHO processes, especially for unplanned and dense deployment with a coverage limitation.
With regard to the HO decision, unlike the received signal strength (RSS) contributed traditional HHOs among macrocells, it is challenging to determine for a two-tier scenario if a VHO/HHO should be triggered and which target should be selected as the serving network. Many factors are considered when delivering timely and accurate VHO decisions, such as the available bandwidth, power consumption, latency, UE mobility, and monetary costs [9] , [10] . Accordingly, two conflicting demands of HO optimization are considered the key criteria for evaluating the mobility robustness once the RAT selection and HO strategies are applied: minimizing the likelihood HO failure caused by too early, too late and wrong HOs and minimizing the unnecessary Ping-Pong HOs.
Considering the impacts of dynamic and dense topology changes on macro-femto heterogeneous deployment, this paper proposes RFF-based energy-aware handover decisions that aim to provide adaptive enhancement to robust mobility management for both horizontal and vertical handover scenarios. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• To capture the realistic architectural impact on UE mobility, a dynamic cell sizing (coverage expansion) coordination that employs macro-femto two-tier dense deployment is simulated as the focused scenario.
• An RFF-based energy-efficient localization mechanism is employed to ensure timely FAP discovery and, at the same time provide a ''buffer zone'' for HO decision making preparation by an RFF matching region, which can effectively guarantee the robustness since HO procedures can be quickly established once UE roams into the FAP coverage. Additionally, a dynamic RFF sensing interval is given to the MUE, which moves far from the RFF matching region to obtain more energy savings from unnecessary sensing consumption.
• Considering the UE movement effect, the HO behavior is predictively specified to handover-in (HO-in) and handover-out (HO-out) behaviors of a UE that approximates a candidate access point, which jointly acts as a trigger for delivering a convincible decision. The final decision for the HO trigger and target selection is P-persistently delivered based on the HO-in/HO-out probabilities (in which the velocity, moving direction, and location are correlatively considered) and a utility function (in which the constraints of the traveling time and achievable capacity are evaluated).
• The system complexity employing the proposed scheme is analyzed in comparison with other classical decision-making algorithms such as neural networks. It is proved that the proposed algorithm yielded less complexity to address complicated HO decision and optimization problems for dense and dynamic topological cellular networks.
• According to theoretical analyses of the system performance, closed-form expressions in terms of HHO/VHO operations and stationary state analyses are obtained by a four-state transitions involved semi-Markov framework.
• Numerical results are provided with detailed handover accuracy evaluation (over 40% reduction in the HO error rate and more than 50% reduction in the occurrences of unnecessary HOs), resource utilization and energy efficiency issues in the two-tier system. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of the related prior work. The system scenario and specific procedures of the proposed scheme are described in Section III, and the details of the RFF-based energy-aware HO decisions are stated in Section IV. Section V presents the Semi-Markov-based theoretical framework with stationary analysis for the HO decision processes. Numerical results and performance evaluations are shown in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK A. HANDOVER IN HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS
The current literature includes various VHO decision algorithms that jointly consider the key decision criteria to tackle major challenges in macro-femto heterogeneous networks. The vast majority of the existing algorithms pri-oritize femtocell over macrocell access to attain better system performance. A context-aware mobility management scheme was proposed in [11] to improve the UE throughput and with load estimation, both the energy and spectrum efficiency can be improved [12] , [13] . In combination with cell range extension and interference mitigation, UE throughput can be further improved with load balancing, as in [14] , [15] . A study of multi-parameter-based VHO algorithm for QoE enhancement of UEs was presented in [16] . Similar studies were performed in [7] , [17] , with the objective of selecting the optimal networks to maximize the QoE from dynamic network state information (NSI). The cost-function-based algorithms that integrated a wide range of HO decision parameters was mentioned in [18] , [19] with the selection of the best network to provide better QoS. Since a number of parameters are considered, latency and cost complexity arguments can be severe, especially in a high-density scenario.
However, the trade-off between exploiting the femtocell utilization opportunities and sustaining a low HO probability is another critical issue. Thus, the HO rate is an important performance parameter that indicates the mobility robustness. Several mobility management techniques to reduce the unnecessary HOs in two-tier cellular networks were presented in [5] , [20] , [21] , while [22] solved the same problem based on self-organizing maps for indoor users. In [23] , a fuzzy-logic-based game-theoretic framework was utilized to avoid ping-pong HOs while achieving considerable energy savings for two-tier scenarios. The UE velocity also has a negative impact on the HO optimization and system performance. In [24] , a Markov decision process-based VHO decision was proposed in consideration of the UE mobility pattern. References [25] , [26] sacrificed the best BS association and skipped some HOs along the UE trajectory at high speeds to reduce the number of handovers while improving the throughput of those UEs. Similar study was performed by employing a topology-aware skipping approach [21] . Hence, a velocity-aware skipping methodology was given to mitigate the HO effect on the foreseen densification throughput gains in a stochastic geometry-based dense two-tier scenario [27] . In addition, an HO decision based on the prediction of the UE traveling distance was proposed in an IEEE 802.11 WLAN cell, in which the probability of handover failures or unnecessary handovers can be significantly decreased [28] .
Nevertheless, most of the state-of-the-art studies are topology agnostic, which could result in non-efficient skipping and HO decisions when a dynamic topology variation occurs at the femtocell side. Joint and continuous VHO/HHO decisions are also necessary since the multi-macrocell multi-femtocell scenario will be even more prominent in the future. Hence, exploiting more effective target approximation and providing buffer zones for HO preparations could be cost-effective against the coverage limitation and enhance the HO accuracy.
B. RADIOFREQUENCY FINGERPRINT TECHNIQUE
RFF is a novel technique for radio transmitter identification based on the frequency domain's characteristics. Studies have indicated that RFF is composed of RF features, which can be extracted by analyzing both the amplitude and phase information obtained from complex envelope recordings of transmitter turn-on transients [29] . Accordingly, a radio transmitter can be identified at the receiver side by simply detecting and matching the unique RF features that are imbued in the transmitted signal.
Recently, since the RFF can be measured easily by simple and cheap mobile devices at a low SNR level [30] , RFF-based positioning approaches become more feasible in practice [31] , [32] . An improved RFF matching algorithm was introduced in [33] , which accurately calculated the distance under a Gaussian filter. In [34] , the classification rate of the APs was improved by non-parametric RndF and MCA ensemble classifiers for all SNR from 0 dB to 20 dB. A high detection accuracy was further proved by [30] , with approximately 85% accuracy at 10 dB SNR and 66% accuracy at 0 dB SNR. For an AWGN channel with BPSK modulation and a 1/3 coding rate, approximately 2 dB of SNR and a BER of 0.1 can be reached [35] , which is also utilized as the coverage boundary of the RFF matching region in this paper.
RFF-based location estimation has been widely studied in [36] . An experimental evaluation of RFF-based localization algorithms was performed in [36] using a number of IEEE 802.11b APs. Another experiment was performed in [37] with a wireless communications link over which packets were transmitted and received with the embedded fingerprinting. The drive tests can be largely minimized in LTE systems, where the location information is used along with the radio measurements to assess the network's performance [38] . This technique was extended to energy-efficient small-cell discovery in [39] . The study in [40] was conducted on how to accurately locate a target and automatically update the fingerprints of the altered AP signals in [40] , when the signals from the APs could change due to the AP movement or power adjustment. In view of those facts, the RFF matching technique can be widely employed in various environments with strong robustness.
III. TWO-TIER SCENARIO AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
As shown in Fig. 1 , a scenario of single-macro multi-femto two-tier dense deployment is studied in which each macrocell is tiered with a fixed number of FAPs. The FAPs are spatially deployed by a Poisson Point Process (PPP). Uncertain topology variation is assumed with an adaptive FAP coverage extension to cater to the traffic load requirement. It is considered that the UEs are in uniform and continuous motion, with a constant velocity v and arbitrary direction angle θ . Hence, a cross-tier VHO can be triggered when an MUE/FUE roams into/out of an FAP, and an intra-tier HHO can be triggered, while an FUE is likely to change its serving cell to another FAP.
A. RFF-BASED ENERGY-EFFICIENT FAP DISCOVERY
The unplanned and dense topology and the increased number of candidate FAPs in a variety of sizes and capacities brings VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. RFF-based target cell discovery and HOs along the UE trajectory in the cell sizing two-tier heterogeneous scenario. more complexity in selecting the optimal serving AP and mobility management. A timely and effective target discovery mechanism is an important step to enhance the mobility robustness since an available target FAP is regularly discovered only when the UE roams into the real coverage. As shown in Fig. 1 , an RFF matching region can be configured beyond the FAP's coverage because the RFF can be easily detected by UEs, even in poor RF conditions. The matching region provides a buffer zone for optimizing the HO decision accuracy, which allows the potential candidate FAPs to be presciently discovered before entering the real coverage.
It is considered that each candidate FAP has specific identification data, which can include the cell ID, transmission power, residual bandwidth, channel state, and a unique RFF. The identification data can be periodically uploaded to the MBS. Thus, the MBS can create an identification data list (IDL) that includes the identification information of all the active FAPs within the macrocell. The IDL will be simultaneously sent to all the connected MUEs from the MBS. Once the UE roams into the RFF matching region, it will also receive some RFF information from the surrounding candidate FAPs. Therefore, the potential candidate FAPs can be easily discovered by matching the detected RFF data with the data from the IDL. Continuously, the HO decision and the correlated preparations can be flexibly pretreated within the RFF matching zone. Thus, different from the regular pattern, it is guaranteed that the HO can be executed in a timely manner once the UE enters the real coverage of the target FAP with no necessity of initializing all preparations at the very beginning.
Furthermore, since the discovery procedures are triggered only if the UE approaches the RFF matching region where the RFF can be received from the candidate FAPs, a continuous sensing behavior at the uplink is not cost-effective. Therefore, an RFF sensing time interval is defined to improve the uplink EE of the UEs while retaining the discovery accuracy. The RFF sensing time interval is considered to be dynamically varied according to the mobility features of the UE and the distance between the UE and candidate FAPs.
B. FAP COVERAGE EXPANSION
Recently, exploiting the effective utilization of the small-cell size has become one of the future evolutions. State-of-theart studies extended the utilization of small-cells from indoor to near-indoor areas by a coverage expansion technique that further enhances the overall network capacity [41] - [44] . Combined with power adjustment and spectrum allocation, the femtocell can smoothly manage the instantaneous traffic requirement, offloading macrocell traffic, and applying low-power work patterns via coverage shrinking or zooming, which cost-effectively tackles the future challenges of systematic optimization with regard to interference mitigation, energy and frequency-scaled efficiency. In future studies, the small-cells are expected to enable more flexible, environmental-aware and self-coordinated features to cater for the diverse and localized data services. However, the dynamic control mechanisms also bring uncertainty to the topology planning and mobility management, which could highly increase the HO rate [45] .
Motivated by the above concerns, we include a dynamic coverage expansion feature in conjunction with a utility-based downlink power adjustment that is coordinated at the FAP side, which is considered to have a system impact of the topology uncertainty for evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed HO decision algorithms.
C. HO EVALUATION CRITERIA
In considering the metrics for estimating the mobility robustness when employing the proposed HO decision algorithm, 4 types of HO errors are defined in accordance with 3GPP criteria. We focus on a general case that a UE executes HO process from a source cell C A to a target cell C B . Accordingly, the HO errors are described as follows [46] :
1) TOO EARLY HO
An HO can be triggered when the signal strength of the target cell is already too low, which leads to a Radio Link Failure (RLF). RLF occurs a short time after the UE successfully connects to the target cell, which makes the UE re-establish the connection in the source cell:
• RLF occurred later than HO completed:
• RLF occurred short time after the HO completed:
• After RLF occurred, UE reconnected to C A where T HO (n) is the time when the nth HO completed. T RLF is the time when radio link failure happened. T Store_Ue_Cntxt is the predefined minimum time interval for too early HO detection, which is usually set to 100ms.
2) TOO LATE HO
An HO can be triggered when the signal strength of the source cell is already too low, which leads to an RLF. The RLF is in the source cell before the HO is initiated or during the HO procedure, and thus, the UE re-establishes the connection in a cell different than the source cell:
• RLF occurred before than HO completed:
• After RLF occurred, UE reconnected to C B
3) WRONG HO
The RLF occurs a short time after the UE successfully connects to the target cell. The UE re-establishes the connection in a cell other than the source cell or the target cell:
• After RLF occurred, UE reconnected to a third cell C C
4) PING PONG HO
A UE makes a handover from C A to C B and then makes an HO back from C B to C A . The time connected to the C B was less than the minimum-time-of-stay (MTS):
• The (n + 1)th HO occurred short time after the nth HO:
• The nth HO: UE connected to C B • The (n + 1)th HO: UE reconnected to C A where T MTS denotes the MTS for detecting Ping Pong HOs, which is regularly set as 1s.
IV. P-PERSISTENT ENERGY-AWARE HO DECISION SCHEMES
The occasion of HO is estimated by a P-persistent decision mechanism that jointly formulates the specific HO behaviors when a MUE/FUE roams into (HO-in) and out of (HO-out) a femtocell in terms of the correlated coverage variance and UE geometric mobility features. Combined with the potential utility performance, the UE is expected to be fairly offloaded to the most matching target FAP where the target selection follows a utility function in terms of the UE traveling time and the achievable throughput.
According to the assumptions in the macro-femto twotier scenario, the set of UEs is denoted by
, where the UE trajectory is configured by uniform and continuous motions with a constant velocity v k and an arbitrary direction angle θ k that obeys the uniform distribution. The set of FAPs in a macrocell is denoted by
A. DYNAMIC SENSING PROCESS FOR RFF-BASED FAP DISCOVERY
Recalling the RFF-based target FAP discovery mechanism described in Sec. III-A, a UE will begin all-time sensing to detect the RFFs from the surrounding candidate FAPs once entering the RFF coverage. If the received RFFs can be matched with the data in the IDL sending from the MBS, it is considered that the correlated FAPs are detected and will be added to the target detection list.
In contrast, since the discovery procedures are triggered only if the UE approaches the RFF matching region, a continuous sensing action at the uplink is unnecessary and energywasted. Therefore, an RFF sensing interval is defined to minimize the uplink energy consumption of the UEs that are located far from the corresponding RFF coverage. To retain the discovery accuracy, the sensing interval is varied in consideration of the UE trajectory and the distance from the target FAP. The specific procedures of the FAP discovery and dynamic sensing are summarized in Algorithm 1.
Considering a scenario that UE k shifts the serving cell from FAP a to the MBS, a sensing interval is given when UE k roams out of the RFF coverage. When referring to the UE trajectory in Fig. 2c , and assuming that UE k had the nth sensing at Q and will have the (n + 1) th sensing at R, d ka (n) and d ka (n + 1) are the distances between UE k and FAP a at the nth and (n + 1) th sensing, and the sensing time interval λ k,a SI can be defined by using the function below: 
SI is obtained from (9) 12: else //enter the RFF matching region 13:
τ (n) ← TTI 14: end if 15: update sensing time:
where v k is the velocity of UE k , and θ k is the direction angle.
Thus, the sensing time interval λ k,a SI is resolved by
where σ is the ratio of the sensing distance variation given by
Accordingly, the expected sensing time intervalλ k,a SI along the velocity angle θ k is obtained from
where the probability of velocity angle P k (θ) = P {θ k = θ}. By using the Newton-Cotes formula, we can calculate the numerical integration of the average sensing time interval as 
where
Considering the balance between the simplicity and accuracy, we choose N = 8, and the mean sensing time interval λ k,a SI can be finally derived bȳ λ
The detailed derivation procedures of (11) and (12) are summarized in Appendix B.
B. UE TRAJECTORY-BASED HO PROBABILITY ESTIMATION
After discovering the candidate FAPs at the RFF coverage, a continuous HO probability estimation is performed to determine if qualified FAPs exist to camp on at the next time slot. In terms of the UE trajectory, we subdivide the HO behavior into 2 cases: the case of roaming into (HO-in) the discovered candidate FAPs and the case of roaming out of the source cell. Since the situation in both the source cell and target cell are simultaneously observed, the UE is easily aware of the available FAP and prepares for an HO as the occasion demands at next time slot, which effectively minimizes HO errors.
Considering the HO scenarios shown in Fig. 2a , it is assumed that A and B are the boundary location points for UE k that most likely enter the coverage of FAP a at the next time slot (HO in area) ; then, the probability of UE k HO into the FAP a denoted by P k,a IN can be equalized to the probability of UE k moving into the HO in area with the location information L k , which is shown as follows:
where S HO_in is the area size of the HO in area and S M is the area size of the UE moving range (circle M). P k (θ, v) means the probability of the instantaneous position of UE k with v k , θ k . S AMP and S AON represent the area size of the sectors AMP and AON , respectively. S AOM is the area size of the triangle AOM . As shown in Fig. 2a , it is clear that the area size of sector AMP, AON and AOM can be calculated by using the UE k 's mobility features and the location of FAP a as follows:
SI sin θ ka (16) where R a is the radius of FAP a , ϕ ka is AOM , and θ ka is AMO that denotes the boundary of v k to enter the coverage of FAP a .
In the triangle AOM , θ ka and ϕ ka can be calculated by using the cosine formula and the sine formula as follows:
By using functions (14)- (18) in (13), we finally obtain P k,a IN as follows:
where d ka > R a . Similarly, as shown in Fig. 2b , the probability of UE k HO out of FAP a , denoted by P k,a OUT , can be equalized to the probability of UE k moving into the HO out area from position M , which is derived from
Since the angle θ ka ∈ [0, π], sin (π − θ ka ) = sin (θ ka ), and similar to P k,a
OUT can be retrieved as follows: 
Hence, we define the HHO and VHO probabilities of a UE k in terms of three general cases in the two-tier scenario as follows: 1) P a→b k indicates the probability of HHO from FAP a to FAP b (represented by HO a→b H ), which is defined by
2) P a→m k denotes the probability of VHO from FAP a to MBS (represented by HO a→m V ), which is defined by:
3) P m→a k denotes the probability of VHO from MBS to FAP a (represented by HO m→a V ), which is defined by
C. UTILITY-BASED P-PERSISTENT HO DECISION Continuously, we select the optimal FAP as the HO destination from the detection list by using the utility function. To estimate the HO reliability of the selected FAP a , we account for the traveling time that represents the residence time of UE k to be served in FAP a , which is also considered as a metric of the mobility robustness in this paper.
We expect that the optimal selected FAP with a higher HO probability can provide a longer travelling time to satisfy UE TT is estimated by the utility function defined bellow:
where C a k (t) is the achievable downlink capacity of the UE k if served by the target FAP a at time t.
Therefore, the problem turns to find the optimal target FAP l to make the handover utility function equal to the maximum value, which is denoted as follows:
Considering the instantaneously received SINR of UE k γ a k (t) at time t, (27) can be approximated to (29) 
where κ is a constant coefficient with κ = 1 10 lg 2 , P k,a PL (t) represents the path loss between FAP a and UE k in dB at time t. P T a is the transmit power of FAP a in dB. By using the substitution of exponential form of the path loss,
where d k,a (t) denotes the predictive distance between UE k and FAP a at time t when UE k roams into the real coverage of FAP a , α and β are the constant parameters. According to Fig. 3 , if we assume that the moving direction of UE k is θ k , the current distance d ka between UE k and FAP a is OM , then d k,a (t) can be derived by OM :
Meanwhile, the travelling time λ k,a TT can be derived by the equation bellow where the coverage of FAP a is denoted by R a :
Thus, we can obtain that
By plugging (30) (32) (35) into (29), the utility function in (27) can be rewritten by (36) . The simplified form is denoted by (37) . The detailed derivation procedures are summarized in Appendix A.
Accordingly, the optimal target FAP l can be selected by solving the problem in (28) as follows:
In joint consideration of the estimated HO probabilities of all potential candidate FAPs in the detection list, a P-persistent mechanism is employed to improve the decision accuracy. Accordingly, UE k will finally be camped on the optimal destination FAP l with the persistent HO probability to avoid HO errors from inaccurate estimations due to any sudden topology change. Notably, if an inappropriate selection occurs with a low HO estimation probability, the P-persistent mechanism will prevent the occurrence of the current HO option and continue seeking the optimal target from the next time slot.
Because there is a fair load-balancing with the purpose of enhancing the FAP's capability for releasing the load of the MBS, it always prioritizes FAP across MBS access in the proposed scenario. Thus, for an FE k that is going to roam out of an FAP a , if there is no other available FAP in the detection list, then FUE k will conduct VHO to MBS with the HO probability of P a→m k and will do nothing to avoid the HO error with the probability 1 − P a→m k . However, if the detection list is not vacant, then FUE k will do HHO to FAP l , 52936 VOLUME 7, 2019 as selected by the utility function with the HO probability P a→l k , and will do nothing to avoid an HO error with the probability 1 − P a→l k . Similarly, for MUE k served by MBS, if the detect list is not vacant, then MUE k will do VHO to FAP l with the probability P m→l k and do nothing with the probability 1 − P m→l k . The specific procedures in terms of HO estimation and utility-based P-persistent decision for a UE k with regard to the three cases above are summarized in Algorithm 2. Additionally, considering the decision-making procedures executed at UE side, then the complexity of the proposed HO algorithm needs a further discussion. When the UE periodically senses for the target FAPs at the RFF matching zones, the UE may receive maximum m FAP signals, based on the theoretical definition of the proposed HO algorithm. Therefore, the HO utility will be calculated n × m times with a total number of n UEs. Assuming the constraint condition n ≥ m intuitively, then the complexity of the algorithm is denoted by n 2 . Nevertheless, a UE cannot receive signals from all m FAPs in practical scenarios due to the coverage limitation. Considering the overlap coverage configured between each two FAPs must be less than a maximum-overlap rate µ MO , the number of FAPs from which a UE can receive signals can be simply approximated as k:
Algorithm 2 RFF-
where S RFF , S FAP , R RFF , R FAP represents the average area and corresponding radius of the RFF matching zone and a FAP, respectively. Then, the number of detected FAPs from a UE perspective can be equivalent to the number of non-overlapping FAPs that are visible within the RFF matching region. Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm can be concluded as O (kn).
With reference to the fact that the complexity of a typical learning algorithm of the feedback neural networks is O n 3 [47] , it is obviously concluded that the proposed scheme yields less impact on systematic complexity in comparison with some other decision-making tools such as neural networks to solve complicated HO decision and optimization problems for dense and dynamic topological cellular networks.
V. SEMI-MARKOV-BASED THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In the studied scenario, since the probability of a UE's handover varies depending on the sensing time interval and traveling time, the entire HO process is not Markovian. However, if we view the HO process only at the time of state transitions, it still can be modeled by using a Markov Chain. Therefore, we model the proposed HO scheme by using a semi-Markov process to evaluate the stationary performance of the system when employing the proposed HO decision algorithm. The closed-form expressions are provided in terms of stationary transition analysis.
A. SEMI-MARKOV PROCESS MODEL
In this section, we model the HO process by means of a semiMarkov process. As shown in Fig. 4 , we define a set of 4 states to describe the serving source of the UE as denoted by S = {S 0 , S 1 , S 2 , S 3 }, which is defined as follows:
S 0 : the UE is served by FAP. S 1 : the UE is at the HO state, departing from source FAP. S 2 : the UE is served by MBS. S 3 : the UE is at HO state, departing from MBS. 
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We use Q ij to denote the transition probability of transitioning from S i to S j . Based on the state transition diagram as shown in Fig. 4 , the transition matrix Q = Q ij is defined as
By employing the transition matrix Q, a horizontal HO between two FAPs can be denoted as a transition from S 0 to S 1 and back to S 0 , with the probability P FAP→FAP HHO = Q 01 ·Q 10 . Meanwhile, a vertical HO from FAP to MBS can be denoted as a transition from S 0 to S 1 ; then, it goes to S 2 , with the probability P FAP→MBS VHO = Q 01 · Q 12 . Similarly, a vertical HO from MBS to FAP can be denoted as a transition from S 2 to S 3 , and it then goes to S 0 , with the probability P MBS→FAP VHO = Q 23 ·Q 30 . Q 00 and Q 22 represent the probability that no HO is triggered when UE is served by FAP and MBS, respectively.
Assuming that the duration time of each state is t and the expectation of the duration time is denoted by λ, we can divide the transition probability into 2 parts: time-independent transition probability and the probability of the duration time of each state.
where λ i is the duration time of state S i . If the UE is served by an FAP, the duration time λ i can be considered the mean traveling time of the FAP. Similarly, if the UE is served by an MBS, the duration time λ i can be derived as the mean sensing time, which is shown as follows:
Recalling the procedures of obtainingλ k,a SI in (10)- (12), the average travelling timeλ k,a TT along with the angle θ k is given by:λ
where, P k (θ ) is the probability of velocity angle P k (θ ) = P {θ k = θ} , δ = sin
. By using the Newton-Cotes formula, we can calculate the numerical integration of sensing time interval λ k,a TT as below,
where, ε = δ N , θ m = θ 0 + mε, θ 0 = 0. Similar to (10), if we choose N = 8, the average travelling timeλ
The time-independent transition probability matrix is given by:
By putting (42) (45) (46) into (41), we can obtain the transition probability Q ij (t) as follows:
B. STATIONARY PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
In the semi-Markov process, the system performance can be characterized by the stationary probability performance. We use π i to denote the stationary probability of state S i , and the stationary probability matrix = π 0 π 1 π 2 π 3 can be derived by solving the following balancing equations:
By plugging (41) into (53) and (54), the stationary probability of each state can be obtained as follows:
C. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Continuously, we evaluate the stationary system performance while employing the proposed HO decision algorithm. For each UE k , we define the average throughput of the UE k in state S = {S 0 , S 1 , S 2 , S 3 } as follows:
where B i k is the downlink bandwidth for UE k in state S i , and γ i k denotes the downlink SINR of the UE k in state S i . Note that we assume that UE k experiences zero throughput during the HO states S 1 and S 3 regularly.
Accordingly, the average system throughputC S (t) at time t with m active UEs can be given bȳ
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
In this section, a system-level simulation is conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed RFF-based HO decision scheme, with a comparison of the conventional handover method as a benchmark. The major impacts, including the velocity, instantaneous traffic load, and topology change in terms of the FAP coverage variation, are used to present a comprehensive performance evaluation with regard to the EE, resource utilization, achievable capacity and HO accuracy. Table 1 provides an overview of the simulation parameters along with the selected values.
A. HANDOVER-IN/OUT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION
Fig . 5 shows the analysis of all probabilities if a MUE handover-in/out a candidate FAP under various locations and coverages of FAP. It implies that the HO-in probability P k,a IN is highly correlated with the FAP radius, which can be estimated distantly from the FAP due to the RFF matching effect. It becomes more significant once the MUE approaches the real FAP coverage. Thus, MUE has more probability to be placed on an FAP with a larger radius.
In contrast to the HO-in probability, the HO-out probability P k,a OUT has an obvious increase when the MUE roams out of the FAP coverage since the HO-out decision should be processed within the edge area of the FAP coverage. 
FIGURE 5.
Handover-in/out probability distribution in terms of UE location and FAP radius.
rate decreases as the normalized HO utility increases from 0.1 to 1. It is easier to observe that both the traveling time and the FAP coverage should reach a balance to pursue a high utility of the achievable capacity. Thus, to ensure the reliability of HO (i.e., the average HO error rate is less than 4%), the normalized HO utility must be larger than 0.3 and 0.7 with the UE's velocity of 1 m/s and 5 m/s, respectively. The traveling time can be prolonged under the condition where the target FAP has a large coverage or UE moves with a low velocity, which can increase the potential utility with a lower HO error rate. a wrong cell (WC). As shown in Fig. 7(a) , a conventional scheme (BK) that triggers HO procedures within the real coverage cannot have sufficient time to effectively match the UE's properties with a suitable FAP, which will result in both a higher HO rate and HO errors when the traffic increases. Compared with the conventional scheme, by employing the proposed RFF-based HO scheme (RFH), the average unnecessary HOs per UE can be largely reduced (reduction range: 25% to 50%), whereas the average error rate has a max. 60% improvement along with the traffic increase.
C. HO RATE AND HO ERROR RATE
As shown in Fig. 7(b) , the proposed scheme has a better effect in tackling the HO problem caused by mobility variation. With the constraint of the potential utility and traveling time in the target FAP, the UE can skip improper HOs from the FAP that cannot provide qualified service, especially for the high-velocity case. Compared to the conventional scheme, the average HO rate per UE has a remarkable reduction (reduction range: 16% to 44%), whereas the HO error rate has an approximate max. 67% reduction when employing the proposed scheme with the velocity of 5 m/s. It is considered that the effect will become more significant to cater to the topology variation for a high-velocity UE. Fig. 8 analyzed the resource utilization of the two-tier system in terms of the traffic levels and UE velocities. As shown in Fig.8 (a) , since the UE skipped unnecessary and improper HOs by employing the proposed scheme, the successful HO rate can be effectively increased which means the radio resources are more likely to be allocated to the UEs who conducted successful HOs. Thus, the resource utilization of the FAP uniformly increased along with the traffic load to camp more matched UEs. Meanwhile, more residual bandwidth can be released at the MBS side than the conventional scheme.
D. RESOURCE UTILIZATION OF THE TWO-TIER SYSTEM
The effect becomes more significant when selecting the velocity as the impact shown in Fig. 8 (b) . In the conventional scheme, as the UE velocity increases, an unbalanced resource utilization can be observed with an over high occupancy of MBS and a poor utilization of FAP due to the sever HO error rate caused by the velocity increment. By employing the proposed scheme, more optimized resource utilization can be obtained even for high-velocity cases since the velocity and cell coverage reaches to a fair balance through the evaluation of UE utility.
E. ACHIEVABLE CAPACITY OF THE TARGET FAP
Furthermore, the potentially achievable system capacity is evaluated if the UE will be camped on the target FAP by the proposed HO decision algorithm and conventional scheme, which is shown in Fig. 9 . The traffic load is fixed at a medium level to reflect the relationship between capacity and UE velocity directly. Since the conventional scheme evaluates the target FAP while only accounting for the current information, the instantaneous throughput will be treated as the potential throughput. In contrast, since we consider the capacity utility in accordance with the potential traveling time in the target FAP, the UEs will be fairly offloaded to the most matching FAPs that enable a higher downlink capacity during the coming time slots (Max. 43% for UE with a velocity of 5 m/s, 25% savings for MBS utilization, as shown in Fig. 9 ). Then, considering the utilization for MBS with more residual bandwidth, the overall capacity of the two-tier system can be improved accordingly. The Semi-Markov-based analytical result from (58) and the simulation results are matched well, which also proves the convincingness of the proposed algorithm.
F. EE OF FAP
The relationship between the EE and the density of the FAPs within an MBS are evaluated in Fig. 10 . We recall the dynamic range expansion (RE) technique mentioned in III. B for improving the EE of the FAP in literature studies. To have a clear insight, we subdivide the situation into three cases: those involving both RFF sensing and RE as the proposed scenario; those involving RE only; and the conventional case. As shown in Fig. 10 , the conventional scheme yields the worst performance for handling high velocity UEs, and the RE effect can deliver some improvement as more near-indoor UE can be served by FAPs. However, along with the increment in the FAP density, the FAPs cannot have effective coverage extension to address the high velocity UEs. Thus, the unnecessary and wrong HOs can increase the HO rate, which results in a sacrifice on the EE performance of the FAP. It is clear that by employing the proposed RFH scheme, a fast and accurate FAP discovery is enabled to be aware of the topology variation, while the utility base P-persistent HO decision can effectively give a tradeoff between the UE velocity and the potential throughput, which guarantees that the EE performance can be maintained even for high-mobility, dense and uncertain topology scenarios.
G. ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF THE UE
Recalling the dynamic sensing interval λ k,a SI in (9), which is defined for minimizing unnecessary uplink energy consumption of the UEs that are distantly located from the RFF matching region. As shown in Fig. 11 , a significant reduction in the energy consumption of the uplink sensing can be obtained compared with continuous sensing in the conventional mechanism. A relatively higher energy consumption for high velocity UEs can be observed since it is riskier to give long intervals to those UEs in view of the efficient target discovery. In addition, although the sensing interval is varied according to the UE trajectory, a boundary will be reached to avoid sensing vacancy, and even the UE has a large distance from the RFF region.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the RFF-based energy aware HO decision algorithm to improve the VHO and HHO performances for densely deployed two-tier heterogeneous networks, in which an RFF matching region is provided to enable the fast and accurate detection of the target FAPs by easily matching the unique identification information for the UEs even at a poor RF condition. Moreover, the RFF matching region provides a buffer zone that enables continuous HO probability estimation to optimize the decision accuracy. At the same time, a dynamic sensing interval is given to the UE that distantly locates from the RFF region to save on uplink energy consumption caused by unnecessary sensing behaviors.
To approximate the appropriate HO trigger occasion, we subdivide the HO behavior into 2 cases in terms of the UE trajectory: the case of roaming into (HO-in) the discovered candidate FAPs and the case of roaming out of the source cell. Upon incorporation with potential utility performance, the UE is expected to be fairly offloaded to the most matching target FAP, where the target selection follows a utility function in terms of the UE traveling time and the achievable capacity. Furthermore, by employing a P-persistent function in accordance with the HO probability estimation, a comprehensive decision can be delivered with a guarantee of diminishing decision errors. In addition, the systematic complexity analysis shows that the proposed scheme is more cost-effective in comparison with other classical decision-making algorithms such as neural networks.
Furthermore, we use a 4-state semi-Markov-based analytical framework to model all possible transitions in terms of intra-tier HHO and inter-tier VHO in the two-tier system. Closed-form expressions of the stationary transition probabilities and the potentially achievable capacity of the target FAP are derived and used in conjunction with the simulation results in the performance evaluation.
Finally, with a comparison of the conventional handover method, some major impacts such as the velocity, instantaneous traffic load, and topology change in terms of the FAP coverage are involved to present comprehensive performance evaluations with regard to the EE, resource utilization, achievable capacity and HO accuracy. The numerical results explicitly indicate that by employing the proposed algorithm, both the HO rate (Max. 50%) and HO error ratio (Max. 60%) can be largely diminished since UE effectively skipped the improper HOs from the FAP that cannot provide qualified service, especially for the high-velocity case. Accordingly, since the UEs will be fairly offloaded to the most matching FAPs that enable higher downlink capacity, the EE performance can also be guaranteed while releasing more bandwidth for the MBS, even in high-mobility, dense and uncertain topology scenarios.
Future mobile traffic will be more diversely distributed among the local APs due to the architectural heterogeneity, which poses a number of open issues that are yet to be solved. For future study, it is worthwhile to give more insight on handling the mobility robustness without sacrificing system utilization opportunities with regard to regular/irregular topology, UE characteristics, system fairness, signaling cost, and other factors. 
